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REVIEWER COMMENTS FROM REPORT: Adds nuanced knowledge to understanding how flipped or inverted learning methods work. Authors have tried to explain statistically why and how collaborative dyads are effective here. Important to have such research

ADDITIONAL REQUESTS/SUGGESTIONS:

Basic group rather than basis p. 7?

Worksheet rather than working sheet?

Need to explain Apos, Aneg, Kprim and what are phase 1 and 2 of the self-study and on-site phases (indicate on Fig 1)? Conditional knowledge is problem-solving tasks? Need to say a little more.

Statistical procedures seemed appropriate with care taken to estimate sample sizes required and checked for possible threats of non-randomness in the three treatments. Also the bootstrapping ensured rigor.

Scripted collaboration is a sound theory to base the explanations.

only 60% actually studied with a partner (possible threat?)

Minor adjustments for improving language fluency and English expressions eg on p. 13 lines 11 "prepared" = answered? "

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
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Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?  
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
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Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?  
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
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